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MAXIMUMS OF STRONG 
SWI4TKOWSKI FUNCTIONS 
PAULINA SZCZUKA 
(Communicated by Lubica Hold ) 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we characterize both the family of the maximums of 
strong Swiatkowski functions and the lattice generated by the family of all strong 
Swiatkowski functions. 
1. Preliminaries 
The letter R denotes the real line. The symbol I(a, b) denotes the open 
interval with endpoints a and b. For each i c R w e use the symbol IntA to 
denote its interior. 
Let / be an interval and / : / - ) i We say that / is a Darboux function if 
it maps connected sets onto connected sets. 
We say that / is a quasi-continuous function at a point x G / ([3]) if for all 
open sets U ^ x and V ^ f(x) we have Int(U n f~~l(V)) ^ 0. The symbols 
^ (/) and £%(f) will stand for the set of points of continuity of / and the set of 
points of quasi-continuity of / , respectively. If £(f) = J , then we say that / is 
quasi-continuous. 
We say that / is a strong Swiatkowski function (f G Ss) ([4]) if whenever 
a,/? G 7, a < /?, and y G I ( / ( a ) , / ( /?)) , there is an x0 G (a,/3) n ^(f) such 
that f(x0) = y. The symbol °2/(f) denotes \J{(a,b) : f\(a,b) G Ss}. 
For each nonempty set A C I we define u;(/, A) as the oscillation of f on A, 
i.e., u;(/, A) = sup{|/(:r) — f(t)\ : x,t € A}. For each x G / we define u ( / , x ) 
as the oscillation of f at x , i.e., cj(f,x) = lim C J ( / , I n (x—o*,x-f5)). 
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Let / : R -> R. If A C R and x is a limit point of A, then let 
l im(/ ,A,x) = lim / ( x ) . 
t->x,teA 
Similarly we define lim(/, A, x~), lim(/, -4, x - ) , etc. Moreover we write lim(/, x) 
instead of lim(/, R, x)) etc.. 
2. Introduction 
In 1992, T. N a t k a n i e c proved the following result [7; Proposition 3]. 
THEOREM 2 .1 . For every function f the following are equivalent: 
a) there are quasi-continuous functions gx and g2 with f = max{a1 ,G2}. 
b) the set R\£?(f) is nowhere dense, and f(x) < l im(/, ^ ( / ) , x ) for each 
x e R. 
(In 1996, this theorem was generalized by J. B o r s i k [1] for functions de-
fined on regular second countable topological spaces.) He remarked also that 
if a function / can be written as the maximum of Darboux quasi-continuous 
functions, then 
f(x) < m i n { n m ( / , ^ ( / ) , x - ) , i i m ( / , ^ ( / ) , x + ) } for each x G R, (1) 
and asked whether the following conjecture is true ([7; Remark 3]). 
CONJECTURE 2.2. If f is a function such that R \ <&(f) is nowhere dense 
and condition (1) holds, then there are Darboux quasi-continuous functions g{ 
and g2 with f = max{g1,g2}. 
In 1999, A. M a l i s z e w s k i showed that this conjecture is false, and proved 
some facts about the maximums of Darboux quasi-continuous functions ([5]). 
However, the problem of characterization of the maximums of Darboux quasi-
continuous functions is still open. 
In this paper we examine even smaller class of functions, namely the family 
Ss of strong Swiatkowski functions. We show a theorem quite analogous to 
Theorem 2.1. Moreover we find the smallest lattice containing Ss (Theorem 4.2). 
The characterization we obtained is similar to that of the lattice generated by 
the family of quasi-continuous functions. (See [2; Theorem 1].) 
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3. Auxiliary lemmas 
Lemma 3.1 is an immediate consequence of [6; Lemma 5.1]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I = [XQ^X^] and / : J —> R. If inf f[I] > -co and f is lower 
semicontinuous at x0 and x1, then there is a continuous function (/? such that 
ip < f on I and (p(x{) = f(x{) for i G {0,1}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a0 < ax < a2. If / [ [ a^^a . ] G Ss for i G {1,2} and a1 G 
i f ( / ) , then f\[a0,a2]eSs. 
P r o o f . Let a,/? G [a0,a2], a < /3, and y G l ( / (a) , /(/?)). Clearly we may 
assume that a < ax < /? and y ^ f(ax). Note that 
l ( / («) , /(/?)) C l ( / (a ) , /(a,)) U l ( / ( a i ) , /(/?)) U { / (a j} . 
So, either y G l ( / (a ) , / (a x ) ) and there is an x0 G ( a ^ J n ^ C f ) C (a , /3)n^( / ) 
with f(x0) = y, or y G -[(/(a^,/(/?)) and there is an x0 G (a1?/?) n <*f(/) C 
( a , / ? )n^ ( / ) wi th / (x 0 ) = ». • 
LEMMA 3.3. 7/ J Z5 a compact interval and I C %(f), then f\I G Ss. 
P r o o f . Let a,/?G J, a < / ? , and y G l ( / (a) , /(/?)). We have 
[a,/?] C J C «T(/) = ( J { ( M ) : /Ka.6) € <S5} . 
So, by the Borel-Lebesgue theorem, there are open intervals (a1) bx),..., (an, bn) 
such that [a,/3] C (J (a^&J and f\(ai,bi) G <S5 for each z. There are nonover-
i=i k 
lapping intervals [c1? d j , . . . , [ck,dk] such that [a,/?] = [j[ck,dk]1 each inter-
i=i 
val [Cj,dA is contained in some [a^b j , and d- G ^(f) for •; G {1, • •., k—1}. 
By Lemma 3.2, we conclude that /f[a,/?] G 5 5 . Hence f(x) = y for some 
xe (a,/?)n <*?(/). D 
LEMMA 3.4. Let I = [x0^x2] be an interval and / : J —r E. Assume x0,x2 G 
^ ( / ) ; / £ <5a;
 a n ^ /e£ J C (-co, sup/[J]) be a compact interval. Then we can 
construct functions g1:g2 G Ss such that f = max{^1,^2} and for i G {1,2}, 
g.[J] D J and g.^ . ) = /(*,-) /or j G {0,2}. 
P r o o f . If inf/[J] = - c o , then /[[£0,z2]] D J , and we can set gx = 
g2 = f. So, assume inf/[J] > - co . 
Since / G Ss and J is a compact interval, there is an xx G (x0)x2) n ^ ( / ) 
with f(xx) > max J . Define 
/ /(*) if x ^ {(xo+x^/2, (Xi+xa)^} , 
fAx) = < 
t min{min J,/(a;)} otherwise. 
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We have inf/JI] > -oo and x0,xvx2 G V(fx). By Lemma 3.1, there is a 
continuous function <p such that <p < fx < f on I and <p(x.) =-= fi(x{) = /O^) 
for i G {0,1,2}. For i G {1,2} define 
<p(x) if x € K _ i , ^ ] , 
/(x) if a;G[a;2_.,a:3_.]. 
Clearly / = max{^,^ 2 } . Fix i G {1,2}. By Lemma 3.2, gt £ Ss. Moreover, 
since 
¥>((*•-! + * i)/2) < / i ( ( ^ - i + ^ V 2 ) < m i n ^ 
and <^(xi) = /(xj) > max J , we obtain 
9i[I] D ^ [ K - i , ^ ] ] D ^ ( ( ^ - i + ^ ) / 2 ) , ^ i ) ] D J-
(Recall that y> is continuous.) Clearly g{ = f on {x0,x2}. D 
THEOREM 3.5. Let gx,g2\ R -> R and / = maxf j - , ^} . I/ the sets ^(gx) 
and fy(g2) are dense in R, then ^(f) is dense in R, too. 
P r o o f . Let a < b. Since the set ^(gx) Dfy(g2) is_ dense in R, there 
is a nondegenerate interval [a, 6] C ^(gx) n ^ (g 2 ) n (a, 6) . By Lemma 3.3, 
9% T[a' b] G Ss for i G {1,2}. We will show that there is an open interval (c, d) C 
W)n(a,6). 
First assume that there is an x0 G (a, b)n
<^?(g1)n
(i^(g2) with ^(n^) > <72(x0) • 
Since x0 G
 c^?(g1-g2) and (gi-g2)(x0) > 0, there is a 5 > 0 such that ^ 2 -^ 2 > 0 
on (x0-5,x0+5). Then f\(x0-6,x0+S) = g!\(x0-5,x0+5) and 
(c, d) = (x0-<J, x0+£) n (a, 6) C ^ ( / ) n (a, 6). 
Similarly we proceed if there is an x0 G (a, 6) n ^(g^) n ^(g2) with 5i(x0) < 
g2(x0). So, assume that 
9i(x) = g2(x) for each x G (a, 6) n <*f (g j n <g(g2). (2) 
We will show that 
( a , 6 ) n ^ 1 ) = ( a , 6 ) n ^ 2 ) . (3) 
Suppose that, e.g., x0 G (a, 6) n ^ ( ^ J \ ff(g2) • Define 
7 = min{l,cj(^2,x0)} > 0 . 
Since x0 G ^(g 2 ) , there is a r > 0 such that 
\gx(x) - gx(x0)\ < 7 / 4 for each x G (x0-r,x0+T). (4) 
Choose xl9x2 G (x0-r,x0+r) n (a, 6) such that ^ ( x j - g2(x2)| > 7 7 /8 . Since 
by Lemma 3.3, g2 \[a, b] G <S5, there is an x3 G l(xx,x2) n &(g2) such that 
92(xs) i [gx(x0) - 7/4, gi(x0) + 7/4]. 
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Then \gx(x0) - g2(xs)\ - 7/4 > 0. There is an x4 e l(xvx2) n tf(9l) n <*?(g2) 
such that 
\92(
XA) - 92(H)\ < \gx(x0) " 92(xz)\ - 7/4 • (5) 
(Recall that the set <^(g1)n
c^(g2) is dense in R.) By (4), (2), and (5), we obtain 
7/4 > |s lvx4) - ^ (x 0 ) | = |52(x4) - 9l(x0)\ 
> \9i(xo) - 92(xs)\ - 152(̂ 4) -^2(^3)! > 7/4, 
an impossibility. Thus, condition (3) holds. 
Finally we will show that (a, b) cWtf). Take arbitrary a, /? £ (a, b), a < /?, 
and y G l ( / (a) , /(/?)). Since / = m a x j ^ , ^ } , we have 
l(/(a),/(/3)) C l(9l(a\9l(P)) or l(/(a),/(/3)) C I(ff2(a)>S2(/J)). 
Assume that, e.g., the first inclusion holds. Then there is an x0 e (a,P)n
c^>(g1) 
with gx(x0) = y. By (3) and (2), we conclude that x0 G ̂ ( / ) and f(x0) = y. 
D 
LEMMA 3.6. Let / : R -> R. J/ tfie set ^ ( / ) 25 dense in R, then there are 
functions gx,g2: R -> R s^c/i that f = max{^,^2} on R, 
W(f)cW(9l)nW(g2), (6) 
and for i G {1,2}, 
(Va£^(/))(V<5>0) (fcl(a,a + *)ntf(0 i)l D ( -oo,U5I(L^( / ) ,a
+ ) ) ) , 
(7) 
(Vo^«T(/))(V*>0) (3 i [(a - <5, a) n *?(</;)] D ( - M , M / ^ ( / ) , o - ) ) ) . 
V ' (8) 
P r o o f . Write ^ (/) as the union of a family I consisting of nonoverlapping 
compact intervals, such tha,t 
(9) for each x G <ZT(/), there are IvI2eI with x G I n t ^ U J2), 
(10) if J G 1 and x is an endpoint of J, then x G # ( / ) . 
For each J G 1 define J7 = [c7, d7], where 
dj = min{sup / [ J ] - r / , l / r / } , c7 = m i n { d 7 - l , - l / r 7 } , 
and r7 = dist(J,R \ ^ ( / ) ) > 0, and use Lemma 3.4 to construct strong 
Swi^tkowski functions gu, g2I such that gu[I] D Jj and f(x) = gu(x) when-
ever x is an endpoint of J (t G {1,2}), and f\I = max{^17,p2/} . For i G {1,2} 
define 
, . / « . , ( * ) i f x Є Í , / € І , 
^ 1 /(-c) otherwise. 
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By (9), (10) and Lemma 3.2, we can easily see that condition (6) holds. Evidently 
/ = m&x{g1,g2} on R. Fix an i £ {1,2}. We will verify that condition (7) holds. 
Let a <£ W(f), 6 > 0, and y < l h E ( L ^ ( / ) , a + ) . Choose y' e 
(y,\im~(fX(f),a+)) and let 
S' = mln{y'-y,5,l/(\y\+l)}. 
There is an interval I G X such that I C (a^a+S') and sup/[J] > y'. Since 
Tj < 6', we have 
dj = m i n { s u p / [ / ] - r / , l / r / } > mm{y'-5', \y\ + l} > y 
and 
Cj < -1/TJ < -\y\ - 1 < y. 
Hence 
yeJI = [cI,dI}CglI[lntf(gl)}=gl[lntf(gt)]cgi[(a,a + 5)nV(9,)}-
Similarly we can show that condition (8) holds. • 
4. Main results 
THEOREM 4 . 1 . For every function / : R -» R the following are equivalent: 
a) there are functions gv g2 G Ss with f = m a x { ^ , g2] , 
b) the set W(f) is dense in R and 
mm{Y^(f^(f),x+)^(f^(f),x-)} > f(x) for each x£R. 
P r o o f . 
a) = > b) . Let / = max{Ol5 g2} , where 9i,92£Ss. Recall that each strong 
Swi^tkowski function is both Darboux and quasi-continuous. (See, e.g., [4].) 
Hence by (1), min{IE(/ ,<if ( / ) , z + ) , M / , # ( / ) , * - ) } > f(x) for each x G R. 
By Theorem 3.5, the set <%(f) is dense in R. 
b) ==> a) . By Lemma 3.6, there are functions gx, g9 such that / = 
m a x { ^ , g2} and conditions (6)-(8) are fulfilled. Fix an i G {1, 2} . We will show 
that O • G Ss. 
Let a < (3 and y G l ( ^ ( a ) , #;(/?)) • Without loss of generality we may assume 
that Ql(a) < </.(/?). If [a,/?] C ? / ( / ) , then by (6), [a,/?] c ^ ( f f i ) , and by 
Lemma 3.3, there is an x G (a,/?) D ^(a-) with O-(:r) = y. So, assume that 
[a,/?] \ %(f) 7- 0- We consider two cases. 
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Case 1. p$W(f). 
By assumption, 
y<g i(/3)</(/3)<II^(/,^(/),r). 
So by (8), there is an x G (a,/?) n ^ ( g j such that g{(x) = y. 
Case 2. /3eW{f). 
Put 7 = max([a,/3] \ 9/(f)). Then 7 < /? and 7 g <2r(/). By (7), there is an 
7/ G (%0)nV(gi) such that g.fa) < y. By (6), we have [77,/?] C ?/(/) C <2f(fli). 
So by Lemma 3.3, there is an x G (77, /3) n ^ ( g j C (cY,/3) n ^ ( g j such that 
9i{x) = y- • 
THEOREM 4.2. 27ie smallest lattice containing all strong Swiatkowski func-
tions is the family J£ consisting of all functions / : R -> 1R such that the set 
°l/(f) is dense in R. 
P r o o f . Let gl5 g2 G J£?. By Theorem 3.5, max{gl5 g2} G -£?'. Moreover 
min{O1,o2} = -max{-O1 ,-^/2} G ^f. 
So, .if is a lattice. Since ^f contains Ss, it contains the smallest lattice con-
taining Ss as well. 
Now we will show the opposite inclusion. Let / G i f • By Lemma 3.6, there 
are functions g1, g2 such that - / = max{gvg2}, ^(f) C ^ ( g i ) n ^ ( # 2 ) , and 
for i G {1,2} and each x $ °tt(f) 
liffi(ff»» ^{9i)^~) = - 0 0 , lim(O., ^ ( g - ) , £ + ) = - 0 0 . 
Since the functions —gx and — g2 fulfill condition b) of Theorem 4.1, there are 
functions gn,gi2>£2i> #22
 e &a
 s u c h t h a t ~9i = m a x {g ing i 2 }
 a n d -fl2 = 
m a x{g 2 i^22}-
 T h e n 
/ = -max{gvg2} = mm{-gv-g2} = min{max{g11,g12}, max{g2V g22}} . 
This completes the proof. • 
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